Responses of neurons in paramedian reticular nucleus to chemical stimulations and alteration of blood pressure in rats.
Previous studies have shown that paramedian reticular nucleus (PRN) possessed sympathetic and parasympathetic inhibitions on autonomic nervous system. In the present study, the cardiovascular reactions of PRN by locally-applied DL-homocysteic acid (DLH), acetylcholine (ACh), monoamines and electrophysiological properties of PRN neurons responding to intravenous injection of ACh and NE were studied in adult Sprague-Dawley rats. In PRN, electrical stimulation caused hypotension and mild bradycardia while microinjection of DLH, which excites only cell body of the neurons but not passing fibers, evoked similar responses. Furthermore, direct application of ACh, norepinephrine (NE) or serotonin (5-HT) in PRN also produced hypotension, suggesting that these putative neurotransmitters may be involved in the cardiovascular responses in PRN. The electrophysiological properties of PRN neurons were studied: Neurons in PRN could be categorized into three types according to their neuronal activities in response to the changes of systemic arterial blood pressure (SAP) by ACh or NE given intravenously. Type I neurons (25/69) were activated in the same direction of SAP changes. Type II neurons (17/69) responded opposite to the direction of SAP changes. Type III neurons (27/69) responded inconsistently to the changes of SAP. All the three types of neurons were excited by locally-applied DLH and possessed a similar unfiltered action potential duration of greater than 0.5 msec.